Practice Document for Using Metasearch on Genealogy.net

1. When you use Metasearch, you must check all the databases for every search. True or False

2. Use the Volkszahlregister to search for Anna Catharina Kiel. How old was she? “alter=age”__________________________

3. Search for the Name Gralla who lived in Giegowitz. What year was Benigna Gralla born? __________When did she die?______________

4. What was the name of the husband of Anna Catharina Starcke of Mühlhausen who died 1679? ____________________________

5. How many children were listed in this family?________________________

6. In which source can you find Ewald Kandzia?________________________

7. Where was Melchior Opitz baptized (*)?____________________________

8. Who was the father of Melchior Opitz?______________________________
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